Build Back Bolder:

A Black Mandate for the
Biden-Harris Administration
The rules of our economy, our democracy, and our society are rigged and as a result,
we’re falling further behind. COVID-19 has ravaged our communities and it has exposed
the connection between rigged rules and their impacts on our families. Without a holistic
approach to solving this crisis, our families will continue to suffer at disproportionate rates,
bearing the brunt of this unrelenting pandemic for years to come.
Within periods of crisis, there is opportunity -- and it lies in meeting the needs of Black
communities in America so that all of America can reach its promise. We need a plan for
all Black communities that protects us, provides access to the care we need, and that
builds new infrastructure to address the crises facing us. This is why we’ve created ‘Build
Back Bolder: A Racial Equity Roadmap’ for the Biden-Harris Administration. It provides
a framework and set of policy priorities for how we provide care and relief for Black
communities across four core areas: Covid-19, Economic Justice, Climate Justice, and Racial
Justice. Black voters pushed the Biden campaign over the finish line, and now it’s time for
our issues to be pushed to the top of the priority list.
We’re calling on the Administration and Congress to adopt this policy framework to get Black
communities what they need to be whole. Download our toolkit and help us spread the word
-- Together, we will win!

Remember to tag Black to the Future
#BLACKMANDATE #BUILDBACKBOLDER
Twitter: @BlackToTheFutu1
Instagram: @black2thefutureaction
Facebook: @Black2theFutureActionFund

Twitter
Tag our Twitter:@BlackToTheFutu1
White Nationalism:
Did you know that white nationalist groups
have grown 55% since 2016? For generations,
racial terror has been used as a weapon to
keep Black communities living in fear and
poverty.
Advancing racial justice means rejecting
white nationalism and white supremacist
movements all day, every day! We’re calling
on the Biden-Harris Administration to do
just that! Learn how you can get involved by
visiting bit.ly/BlackMandate. #BlackMandate
#BuildBackBolder
COVID-19:
Repeat after us: EVERYONE, regardless of
race, citizenship, and incarceration status,
deserves guaranteed free testing and
coverage of Covid-19 treatments. Covid-19
doesn’t discriminate and neither should we!
Learn how to help us send the message about
COVID-19 by visiting: bit.ly/BlackMandate.
#BlackMandate #BuildBackBolder
Climate Justice:
Climate justice is a racial justice issue. And
addressing it as such means working to
make sure that all of us have access to clean
breathing air, clean drinking water, and fresh
and healthy food.
Visit bit.ly/BlackMandate to learn more
about how we’re fighting to protect our
environment and our communities.
#BlackMandate #BuildBackBolder

Twitter
Tag our Twitter: @BlackToTheFutu1
Economy:
The last time the federal minimum wage was
increased was in 2009. Since then, the cost of
living has gone up by 20% percent.
An increase in wages is long overdue and
is necessary to help families struggling
paycheck to paycheck to finally make ends
meet.
Help us send the message to our elected
leaders: Everyone deserves a living wage!
Learn more about our mandate for the BidenHarris administration and how you can take
action by visiting bit.ly/BlackMandate today!
#BlackMandate #BuildBackBolder
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